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Abst rac t - -The  main goal of this paper is to address the numerical solution of wave problems 
by a numerical method combining a mixed finite element approximation a d domain decomposition, 
possibly with nonn~tching grids. The method to be discussed is well suited to heterogeneous media. 
Due to the use of mixed finite element approximations, crossing vertices do not introduce additional 
difficulties o that box domain decompositions are as easy to treat as striped decompositions. In- 
terface conditions are treated by a method combining Lagrange multipliers and a conjugate gradient 
algorithm. The results of numerical experiments will be presented. ~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this article, we discuss the numerical solution of the wave equation by domain decomposition 
methods. Such methods, for the numerical solution of partial differential equations, have become 
very popular in recent years due to the emergence of parallel computers. While most of the 
emphasis has been on elliptic and parabolic problems, a few authors [1-6] have considered the 
hyperbolic ease. We will discuss the domain decomposition solution of a nonconstant coefficient 
wave equation, with (first-order) absorbing boundary conditions, using a mixed finite element 
formulation. The mixed formulation, in addition to obtaining accurate gradient approximations, 
will better handle problems with rapidly varying or discontinuous coefficients. The mixed for- 
mulation also allows us to treat both striped and box decompositions (Figure 1) in the same 
manner. This is in contrast o a conforming method where the intersection of the interfaces, in 
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a box decomposition, can present additional complexity. (This difficulty, and a remedy, is dis- 
cussed in [3].) For the mixed method, interface conditions will be treated by a method combining 
Lagrange multipliers and a conjugate gradient algorithm. The results of numerical experiments 
will be presented. 
Figure I. A striped decomposition and a box decomposition. 
Let f/be a bounded domain of R d (d >_ 1) with boundary r. Motivated by wave propagation 
problems in geophysics, we consider the numerical solution of the following linear wave problem: 
putt - V.(aVu) = f, in ~ x (0,T), (1) 
with boundary condition: 
and initial conditions 
v/~ut  + aVu. n = 0, on r x (0, T), (2) 
u(0) = uo, ut(0) = ul. (3) 
Here n is the unit outward normal vector on r. We will assume that a, p are two piecewise 
continuous functions on f/satisfying a(x) > ao > O, p(x) > Po > O. 
If we introduce the new variable 
p = aVu, (4) 
then it follows from (1) and (4) that u and p satisfy the variational equations: 
fn (putt - V.p - f) vdx = O, V v E L2(f~), (5) 
and 
~a- lp .qdx+~uV.qdx=fruq .ndF ,  Vq E H(f~,div). (6) 
(Here H(f~,div) = {q E (L2(~))d : V.q E L2(f~)}.) 
We can accommodate the boundary condition (2) by differentiating (6) in time, and using (2), 
to get 
a - lp t  . q dx + ~ ut V.q dx + fr(aP)-l/2 (p. n) (q .  n)dF =0,  Vq E H(f~,div). (7) 
Similarly, we can remove the direct dependence of (7) on ut by differentiating (7) in time. 
By (5) and since V.q E L2(f~), we get 
j fna - lpa ,  qdx + ~ p-1 (V.p + f )V .qdx+ ~(ap) -I/" (pt. n ) (q .  n) dl" = O, 
Vq E H(f~, div). 
(8) 
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2. DOMAIN DECOMPOSIT ION 
To simplify the discussion, we will partition the domain G into only two subdomains ~'~1 and f/2 
and the interface 7, between f/1 and f12. We let ai, pi, and fi denote the restriction of a, p, and ] 
to subdomain f~i, i = 1,2, respectively. If p~ E H(G~,div), i = 1,2, then for pi to be the 
restriction of p E H(12, div) to Gi, it is necessary that 
p l 'n lq -p2"n2  =0 (9) 
on the interface 7. Here ni is the unit outward normal vector on 7 for subdomain f/i- Using 
Lagrange multiplier theory, we can enforce the constraint (9) by finding a multiplier A E A 
satisfying the following domain decomposition formulation of (8). 
Find {pl(t), p2(t), A(t)} E H(~I, div) × H(~2, div) x A so that 
2 
a~ Pitt" qi dx + p[1 (V.pi + fi) V.q~ dx 
i= I  i i 
-{- f r  (aiPi)-I/2 (pit " ni) (qi " ni) cff'] = f, v A (qi " nI T q2 " n2) dT' 
noo~ 
V {ql, q2} E H (f/l, div) x H (f12, div), 
(10) 
and 
f (p l .n l+P2.  n2) #d7 = 0, V/~ E A, Vt E [0,T]. (11) 
Since we only require u E L2(fl), the restrictions ui need only to be in L2(fli) and satisfy the 
following. 
Find {ul(t),u2(t)} E L2(fll) x L2(f12) so that 
Z (Pi uitt - V'pi - fi) vi dx = 0, 
i= I  i 
V (Vl,V2} E L2(f/1) x L2(f~2), Vt E [0,T]. (12) 
REMARK i. Using Green's formula, one can easily show that the Lagrange multiplier A satisfies 
A = ul~, where u is the solution of problem (1)-(3). Assuming that the data u0, ?~I and f are 
sufficiently smooth, we have u(t) E HI(~), Vt E [0,T], which implies that u(t)l ~ has Hl/2-reg- 
ularity on 7. (We recall that HI/2(7) c L2(7), with continuous injection.) 
REMARK 2. The choice of A is a delicate matter (involving spaces such as HI/2(7)). We have 
implicitly assumed in (9)-(11) that prnl+pu.n2 and qrnl+q2.n2 both belong to L2(7), implying 
that we can take A - L2(7). This last choice makes sense since u(t) E HI(~), Vt E [0,T], 
implying that A(t) = u(t)[~ E L2(7), Vt E [0,T]. There will not be a problem with this choice in 
finite dimensions. 
In infinite dimensions, the two integrals f7 A(ql. nl + q2" n2) d7 and f~(Pl" nl + P2" n2)#d7 
may not make sense if ql .nl + q2"n2 and Pl .nl + p2"n2 do not belong to L2(7). In theory, we 
should have to replace the above two integrals by (A, qI • nl + c12. n2) and (#, Pl ' nl + P2" n2), 
respectively, where (., .) denotes the duality pairing between A = {/z I # E L2(7), # = /2[~, 
/2 E HI(f/)} and its dual space A'. The duality paring considered here is the one such that 
(#, g) = f~/~gd7, if g is smooth enough on 7, (say g E L2(7)); with this condition, (.,.) will 
reduce to the canonical L 2 (7)-scalar product in finite dimensions. 
3. SPACE AND T IME D ISCRET IZAT ION 
For simplicity we will assume that the spatial dimension d = 2 and that the domain i2, as well 
as the subdomalns ~,  i = 1, 2, are rectangles whose boundaries are parallel to the coordinate 
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axes. We will approximate the spaces H(i'~i, div) and L2(fli) by the lowest order Raviart-Thomas 
spaces. To this end, we triangulate each rectangle i2i into a uniform partition of subrectangles 
Rh~ = {K}. We will also assume that each rectangle K has edges parallel to the coordinate axes 
and each rectangle is of uniform size, with hi the length of the longest side. 
We will use the approximation spaces Qh~ ~. H(~i, div), where 
Qh, = qIN= q~ 
(Here x = ( : : )  is a generic point in l~i.) We see then that over each rectangle K the vector 
valued function q E Qh, will have the first component linear with respect to xl and constant with 
respect to x2. The situation for the second component of q is reversed. For the displacement 
spaces, we will use the approximation L2(~i) ~ Vh, = {r ig = eK, VK  ~ Rh~}, i.e., the space of 
piecewise constant functions. We will also assume that the triangulations Rhl and Rh~ will be 
semimatching at the interface 7 as in Figure 2. Finally, the multiplier space A is approximated 
by Ah, the space of functions piecewise constant on the edges of the finer triangulation located 
on % 
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Figure 2. Semimatching rid. 
The time discretization is a domain decomposition implementation of a well-known second- 
order explicit finite difference scheme for the wave equation. We let At(> 0) be a time dis- 
cretization step and let p~, ~ pi(nAt), Unh~ ~ ui(nAt), and A~ ~ A(nAt), for i = 1,2 and 
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .  The full approximate problem to problem (10)-(12) is the following. 
For n 0, 1, 2, find l~n+l ,..n+l )in1 . . . .  , ~lJhl ,IJh2 , hJEQh~×Qh2×Ahsothat 
I" e _n+l  _ 2Phi  _}_ Phi n 
~=a iAtl 2 "q hi dx + , p~-I (V.ph, + fi) V'qM dr, 
-- f A~ (Clh, • n l  --F qh,  • 112) d7, V {qh~, qh,  } S Qha x Qh,, 
and 
f7 (p~+l" nl + p~+l. n2) d7 = 0, V/~h E Ah, (15) 
with p° i = aiVuoh, and p~, - ph~ 1 = 2At aiVUlhl, i = 1,2, and find {Uhl, Uh2 } E Vhl X Vh2 so 
that 
Z Pi hi T hi n 
i=1 , IAtl2 - V'Phl -- f/ Vh, dx (16) 
with u~, = UOhi and u~, -U-lh, = 2Atulh,, i = 1,2. 
= O, 
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Figure 3. Four subdomains. 
Notice that (14),(15) do not depend on the displacement approximation u +l Hence, (16) 
needs to be calculated only if we are interested in approximating the displacements u(t) as well 
as p(t). For the applications in which we are interested, the material coei~cients a~ and p~, 
i = 1,2, are assumed to be piecewise constant. If we approximate the forcing term f by a 
piecewise constant interpolant, then all the integrals in (14)-(16) can be computed exactly using 
Simpson's rule. 
To find un+lh~ in (16), we need only to solve a diagonal linear system. To find p~+l and ~ 
in (14),(15) we solve, at each time step, a system of linear equations of the form 
AI~ + BT~ = 'o, (17) 
BI~ = ~., (18) 
where A e R NxN is symmetric positive definite and B e R ~×~ (M << N). Using the Schur 
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global solution 






domain decomposition solution 







Figure 4. Global versus domain decomposition solutions. 
Complement, we can solve for ~ by solving 
(BA-1B T) ,~ = BA-11~ - e (19)  
using, for example, the Conjugate Gradient Algorithm in the form given by Glowinski and LeTal- 
lec [7]: 
(0) ~0 is given. (~o -- An- l)  
Solve AlSo = !~ - BT~o. 
Compute go = c - BlS0. 
Set @0 -- go. 
(1) For k = 0, 1 ,2 , . . .  until convergence: 
(1.1) Solve A~k = BT@k • 
(1.2) pk = ISkl2/(B 'k, k). 
(1.3) ~k+l  = ~k -- Pk 'Wk • 
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Figure 5. Subdomalns with different material constants. 
(1.4) lbk+l = Ibk + pk@,k. 
(1,5) gk+l = gk  - -  pkB@'k .  
(1.6) ~k = I~k+112/15~12. 
(1.7) @k+z = gk+l +'~k~Vk • 
We note that the matrix A is block diagonal with symmetric positive definite tridiagonal blocks 
so the linear system in Steps 0 and 1.1 can be solved very efficiently. We also mention that the 
entire iterative algorithm is very efficient, usually requiring only one or two iterations to get a 
substantial reduction in the relative size of the gradient gk. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
The experiments discussed here are motivated by applications in geophysics and are related to 
the numerical simulation of an explosion. To this end, we have taken the forcing term f to be 
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the Ricker pulse (see [8]): 
I 2 
/ (x , t )=  d(t )s( r ) ,  i f0<r<Rand0<t<T00,  
0, otherwise, 
(20) 
where s(r)  = [(3/Tr)((r 2 - R2)/R3)2], r 2 = (Xl - x°) 2 + (x2 - x°) 2, d(t) = A(1 - 2~'2)e -r2, 
and r = 7r(fot - 1). In (20), s(r) is meant to approximate the Dirac measure centered at the 
(xl, x2). Here R, A, and fo are the radius, amplitude, and frequency parameters for the point o 0 
pulse. We also used the initial conditions uo = Ul = 0. 
In Figure 3, we see the evolution of the wave over four subdomains arranged in a 2 × 2 
partition of f~ (ill = (0,0.5) x (0,0.5), f12 = (0,0.5) x (0.5,1), f~3 = (0.5,1) x (0,0.5), ~'~4 = 
(0.5, 1) x (0.5, 1)). The discretization was identical in all four subdomains (hi = h2 = ha = ha) 
with matching rids at the interfaces. We notice that there is no deformation as the wave front 
passes through the interfaces. We should also note that no special arrangements have to be made 
at the crossing point (0.5, 0.5) since the Lagrange multipliers are discontinuous there. This is in 
contrast o the conforming method presented in [3]. 
In Figure 4, we compare a global calculation of the wave propagation with the domain de- 
composition method. In the domain decomposition calculation we have partitioned fl into two 
subdomains (f~l = (0, 1) x (0, 1), f~2 = (1,2) x (0, 1)), where the discretization parameters satisfy 
h2 = hi~2 and the grids are semimatching at the interface as in Figure 2. The material constants 
are equal in both subdomains. The pulse was centered at the point (0.5, 0.5) and the figure shows 
the remnants of the wave fronts at a time when the front has passed the interface 3'. We notice 
that the wave fronts are almost identical. 
In Figure 5, we have the same domain decomposition described for Figure 4. The material 
constants in this case satisfy al = 4a2 and PI = P2, so the wave is propagating twice as fast in ~1 
as in f~2- After 100 time steps, we see the wave front about to intersect he interface 3'. After 
200 time steps, we see the original wave front still developing in ft2, with a reflection propagating 
in the opposite direction. 
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